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Abstract – During last decade, models that
learn a hierarchical representation of the data
have been achieving state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in image classification. However, it is
still unclear if purely supervised methods are
better than semi-supervised. Besides, the pro-
portion of unlabeled data is always larger than
labeled.

This research proposes to investigate new al-
gorithms to exploit all the available data for a
pattern recognition tasks.

Motivation and Background

Deep Learning emerged as a new and
promising field in the machine learning

community. The term gained popularity in
2006 when Hinton et.al. [1] proposed an un-
supervised method to pre-train a Deep Be-
lief Network (DBN). At that time, Hinton
demonstrated the need of unsupervised learn-
ing to find a good initialization of the parame-
ters. This pre-training – and consequently the
weight initialization – was shown to be close
enough to a good local minima. The idea was
to train a stack of Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chines (RBMs) and extract a hierarchy of hid-
den representations from the input space. This
method allowed to pre-train the network with
unlabeled images if necessary [4], and shown
to be useful for datasets with small input size
like MNIST or CIFAR10 (28x28 and 32x32
pixels respectively). Though, the pre-training
was computationally expensive for large scale
datasets like ImageNet (natural images about
480x410 pixels).

During the following years, several research
groups explored new training methods, initial-
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Figure 1: Proportion of participants using
CNNs and other models in the ImageNet Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)

izations and activation functions [2]. Some of
the analysis probed that the unsupervised pre-
training phase was not necessary for object
recognition tasks.

After these outcomes, one of the most suc-
cessful deep architectures [3] was able to beat
the state-of-the-art models on natural image
classification by a large margin. Earlier mod-
els required complex hand-crafted methods to
find an appropriate set of features. In contrast,
training a deep Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) from raw pixels solved the task with-
out apparent problems. Consequently, almost
all computer vision research groups became in-
terested in the hidden representation extracted
by CNNs.

Since 2012, most of the image classification
tasks are being solved using supervised learn-
ing and CNNs (See example on Figure 1).
However, these models rely on large amounts
of labeled data, and whilst the accessible data
is considerable, labeled data is expensive and
consequently not that large. Therefore, it is
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necessary to find algorithms and methods that
exploit this asymmetry.

Proposal

If we assume that the data lies in a mani-
fold with a lower dimensionality than the input
space, then it must be possible to explore new
techniques able to learn these shapes using all
the available data.

The focus of this research is not to improve
the accuracy on classification challenges like
the ILSVRC, but to find new algorithms that
generalize to large test sets with a realistic
amount of unlabeled data.

The initial step is to create sizable artifi-
cial datasets to test the algorithms, or to use
large datasets with small input dimensional-
ity. If good results are achieved, there exist
datasets where most of the samples do not in-
clude label. For example, video datasets are
still in an early phase and are not densely anno-
tated (eg. Hollywood2, YouTube Faces, UCF
datasets). Other possible candidates are audio
datasets (music, speech conversations or audio
from videos). In some of these examples the
use of new architectures that exploit the tem-
poral or spatial invariance can be preferred.
Consequently, it is advisable to try architec-
tures that incorporate convolutions.

One possible idea for semi-supervised learn-
ing will consist on: (1) train a discriminative
model to find a hidden representation of the
data, (2) use a generative model to learn the
statistical distribution of the hidden represen-
tation at different hierarchical levels, (3) use
this information to assign certain levels of con-
fidence on the classification of unlabeled data,
(4) incorporate the new labels in the training
with a different learning rate (or “confidence
level”).

With this idea in mind, I propose to use
as a discriminative models: CNNs, Multilayer

Feedforward Neural Networks (MFNNs), or
Recurrent Neural Networks RNNs. And as
a generative models Denosing Autoencoders
(dAEs), RBMs, Neural Autoregressive Dis-
tribution Estimators (NADEs), or once more
RNNs.

Conclusion

It is still unclear if purely supervised meth-
ods are a better learning approach than semi-
supervised methods. Heretofore, both meth-
ods have shown to achieve state-of-the-art re-
sults. However, only semi-supervised learning
considers the real proportion of labeled and un-
labeled data. In addition, we know empirically
that humans are able to learn from unlabeled
data.

This research proposes to elaborate a study
of new algorithms and methods to exploit un-
labeled data, without loss of generality.
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